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DIARY OF THE
MORMON BATTALION MISSION

JOHN D. LEE

edited by Juanita Brooks*

INTRODUCTION

THE

CHURCH of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints was organized
on April 6, r83o, at Palmyra, in western New York. It grew
rapidly, and in line with the general western movement, its
members set up a center at Kirtland, Ohio, only to go on later to
Independence, Jackson County, Missouri. Here they planned to
make permanent headquarters, but soon such difficulties arose
between them and the earlier citizens that the Mormons were
driven north into Clay and then to Caldwell County.
Here they were almost the first to settle; here they determined
to defend their rights and to pay in kind some of the treatment
they had received. This quickly brought a condition of chaos
bordering on civil war, so that the governor called out the militia
and issued an order to the effect that "the Mormons must be
exterminated or driven from the state." The immediate reaction
was an attack upon a small Mormon settlement at Haun's Mill,
where seventeen people were killed and their bodies thrown into
an empty well. The city of Far West was put under siege and a
battle seemed imminent.
• In the preparation of this paper I received support from the American
Philosophical Society of Philadelphia, in the form of a travel grant from the
Penrose Fund, which is gratefully acknowledged.
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To avert this, Joseph Smith and several of the leading men of
the Mormon Church surrendered and were taken to jail, while
every male member was forced to give up his arms and to sign a
paper saying that he would evacuate his home, abandon all land
and improvements and leave the state, taking only what he could
haul in his wagon. This was early in November 1838.
During the winter the Mormons moved back across the Mississippi River into Illinois, purchased the site of Commerce, renamed it Nauvoo, and proceeded to build again. They were
fortunate to secure a charter from the state which gave them local
autonomy and the right to maintain a military organization. This
became the Nauvoo Legion, with a final membership of some
five thousand men, well armed and drilled.
Their prophet had been soon released from prison. Converts
came in from the eastern states and Canada, and immigrants from
Europe by the shipload. They built homes, established industries,
erected public buildings, and in five years Nauvoo, with about
twenty thousand people, became one of the largest cities in Illinois.
Again, differences social, political, and religious created friction
and strife which culminated in the murder of their Prophet,
Joseph Smith, and his brother Hyrum at Carthage jail. This was
on June 27, 1844.
For more than a year there was comparative peace in Nauvoo.
In the meantime, Brigham Young had convinced the people that
the Twelve Apostles, with him at the head, must assume leadership, for the basic differences had not been removed. They had
considered moving on west before; now they promised their
enemies that if they would cease their hostilities during the winter,
the Mormons would leave in the spring, "as soon as the water
runs and the grass grows."
Throughout the late summer, all fall and winter, the Mormons
labored to purchase or make wagons for the exodus, and to secure
the cattle to draw them. By mid-January trouble flared again, and
it seemed prudent for the leaders to cross the river so that the body
of people might live in comparative peace. A vanguard of young
men went ahead to clear campgrounds, get wood, and prepare for
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the families. When Brigham Young crossed on February 17, 1846,
many wagons· had preceded him. Others continued to come until
there were more than three hundred Mormon wagons on the west
side of the Mississippi.
Severe weather set in at mid-February. The thermometer
dropped until an ice bridge was formed across the stream, over
which the last of the wagons of the vanguard group passed. The
winter and spring continued stormy, with incessant rain that
turned the land into .a slough of mud so deep that the wagons
could hardly move.
The task of transporting the whole population of Nauvoo and
environs was an undertaking of great magnitude indeed, yet the
Mormon leaders had promised that none who wished to go should
be left behind. Only by a great communal effort, by every
m~n's being willing to place his own needs second to those of the
Church, could it be accomplished.
Brigham Young set about to get some aid from the government.
He wished to take his people west, and the brewing trouble with
Mexico might be a means of getting some of them transported
with food, clothing, and shelter provided-and, more important
still, some pay in cash. With this in mind, he sent Jesse C. Little,
President of the Eastern States Mission, to Washington, D.C., to
try to arrange this with President Polk. Finally, after much wirepulling, Little had a chance to meet the President and present his
case. When the decision to send an expedition to California was
made, an order to enlist members of the Mormon Church accompanied it:
. . . authorized to receive into service as volunteers a few hundred
of the Mormons who are now on their way to California, with a view
to conciliate them, attach them to our country, & prevent them from
taking part against us. 1

Two days later, in his conversation with Elder Little, the
President set the number of Mormon volunteers at five hundred,
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and later appointed Captain James Allen to recruit them. The
Mormon leaders knew that it would be difficult to enlist the support of their people for the government, because that same government had given them no assistance or redress in their earlier
difficulties.
The reaction among the Mormons to this call was vigorous,
with one after another expressing resentment. 2 Yet the personality
and appeal of Captain James Allen gave them confidence in him,
and the fact that he was accompanied and sustained by Brother
Solomon Hancock, one of the older and most respected of their
fellows, persuaded many. It finally took some strong talk from
Brigham Young before the quota was filled, and then it was a
motley group which included wives and children, and in a few
cases, elderly parents. 3
Captain Allen promised the Mormon volunteers that they
should go as a unit and remain without separation, and that so
far as possible, they should be under command of their own officers. With this understanding, 5 I o soldiers and officers signed to
go, though the number who were along was more than this.
Though some went reluctantly, all understood that this was done
as service to their church as well as their country. All pledged to
contribute part of their pay to the general migration.
Whatever the soldiers felt, their church leaders were grateful,
and doubly grateful to Colonel Thomas L. Kane who had befriended them in Washington and followed to join them at Winter Quarters. At his suggestion, on August 9, I 846, they wrote to
President Polk a letter prefaced thus: "Resolved that the thanks
of this people be presented to President Polk for his friendly offer
of transporting 500 of our brethren to the land of their destination
under command of Col. Allen . . . ." 4
The men marched from Council Bluffs to Fort Leavenworth,
some two hundred miles, where on August 3, 4, and 5 they drew
their arms and equipment. On the fifth they also drew forty-two
dollars each, as clothing money for the year. Most of this was
sent back by Elder Parley P. Pratt for the support of the families
and for the gathering of the poor saints from Nauvoo.
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After a brief period of training they were ready to leave, but
Captain Allen became very ill, and could not accompany them.
Lieutenant A. J. Smith was appointed temporary commander
until Captain Allen should return. Captain Allen did not recover,
but died on August 23. An express was sent at once to the Mormon headquarters to report this loss and ask for counsel. This was
carried by Lieutenant James Pace, who arrived at the camp on
August 26. The Mormon leaders wrote letters and decided that
John D. Lee and Howard Egan should return with Lieutenant
Pace, overtake the Battalion, and go on with them to Santa Fe.
Here the men would again receive some pay, some of which they
would most certainly be willing to contribute to the common good.
The diary here published is Lee's account of his trip, with notes
on the terrain, the happenings in camp, and the general condition
of the army. Lee found it impossible to carry out his instructions
fully, though he did go to Santa Fe, collect some money, and return with it to Brigham Young.
At Santa Fe, Lieutenant Colonel Philip St. George Cooke was .
placed in command of the Mormon Battalion, and his report gives
a reliable account of conditions:
... I arrived there [Santa Fe] on 7 October [1846]
I found that the paymasters, from whom you anticipated a plentiful resource of money . . . had brought so little specie that no payment to the troops could be made. . . .
·
A portion of the battalion of Mormons arrived the evening of the
9th October, under First Lieutenant A. J. Smith, 1st dragoons, who
had, in the capacity of acting colonel, directed its march from Council Grove. The rear of the battalion arrived the evening of the 12th.
On the 13th, I assumed command, with. the rank of Lieutenant
Colonel, by virtue· of your appointment. Its aggregate present was
448. I found that their mules were entirely broken down, and that
as many as sixty men had, from sickness and other causes, been
transported in wagons much of the march; and that there were
twenty-five women, besides many children. The assistant surgeon,
Dr. Sanderson, and the senior officer of the department, Dr. De
Camp, reported on the cases of a very large number, as subjects for
discharge for disability. But the colonel commanding determined,
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under all circumstances, to retain them in service, and ordered them
to be sent to winter at "Pueblo," on the Arkansas river, above Bent's
fort. There the Mormons have a temporary settlement, and there
Mr. Smith had sent, from the crossing of the Arkansas, a party of
ten, commanded by Captain Higgins, in charge of a large number of
families, which had theretofore been attached to the Mormon battalion. This detatchment had orders to join the battalion at Santa Fe.
(They arrived after its march, and, I learned, obtained permission to
return to the Pueblo.)
About this time I learned that you had left your wagons, in consequence of difficulties of the country; and was anxious, for the benefit of all, to disencumber the expedition of the twenty laundresses.
Learning that the most of them wished to go with the detatchment
to the Arkansas, I sent them there. With a sufficient number of ablebodied men (husbands of the women) to take care of it, the detatchment amounted to eighty-six, and was placed under the command
of Capt. Brown .
. . . the battalion was paid, with treasury drafts, on the 16th and
17th. . . . On the 19th I marched out of Santa Fe . . . . to Brig.
Gen. S. W. Kearny, Commanding Army of the West, San Diego,
Upper California.5

So rigorous was the journey that only 3 50 of the Mormon men
arrived at San Diego on January 29, 1 84 7. The next day their
commander issued the.following letter of congratulations:
Head Quarters Mormon Battalion,
Mission of San Diego,
January 30, 1847
(Orders No. 1)
The Lieutenant-Colonel commanding congratulates the Battalion
on their safe arrival on the shore of the Pacific Ocean and the conclusion of their march of over two thousand miles.
History may be searched in vain for an equal march of infantry.
Half of it has been through a wilderness where nothing but savages
and wild beasts are found, or deserts where, for want of water, there
is no living creature. There, with almost hopeless labor we have dug
deep wells, which the future traveler will enjoy. Without a guide
who had traversed them, we have ventured into trackless table-lands
where water was not found for several marches. With crowbar and
pick and axe in hand, we have worked our way over mountains,
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which seemed to defy aught save the wild goat, and hewed a passage through a chasm of living rock more narrow than our wagons.
To bring these first wagons to the Pacific, we have preserved the
strength of our mules by herding them over large tracts, which you
have laboriously guarded without loss. The garrison of four presidios
of Sonora concentrated within the walls of Tucson, gave us no pause.
We drove them out, with their artillery, but our intercourse with the
citizens was unmarked by a single act of injustice. Thus, marching
half naked and half fed, and living upon wild animals, we have
discovered and made a road of great value to our country.
Arrived at the first settlement of California, after a single day's
rest, you cheerfully turned off from the route to this point of promised repose, to enter upon a campaign, and meet, as we supposed, the
approach of an enemy; and this too, without even salt to season your
sole subsistence of fresh meat.
Lieutenants A. J. Smith and George Stoneman, of the First Dragoons, have shared and given valuable aid in all these labors.
Thus, volunteers, you have exhibited some high arid essential
qualities of veterans. But much remains undone. Soon, you will tum
your attention to the drill, to system and order, to forms also, which
are all necessary to the soldier.
By order
Lieut. Colonel P. St. George Cooke.
P. C. Merrill, Adjutant.

The Mormon Battalion had enlisted for one year of service. At
the end of that time, they were encouraged to re-enlist for an
additional year. With the exception of about eighty men who did
stay on for an additional six months, all accepted their discharge.·
Most of them set out at once to join their families, either at Salt
Lake valley or back in Winter Quarters. Some remained to work
at Sutter's Mill in northern California, where they were among
those to discover gold. But almost to a man, they returned to the
body of the church.
The group of families at Pueblo and the sick men who recovered
set out for the valley of the Great Salt Lake, reaching there less
than a week after Brigham Young and his 1 84 7 pioneers arrived.
Among the men who made the full march there had grown
close bonds of fellowship, of pride in accomplishment, of under-
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standing of hardships shared. This was increased by another public action of Lieutenant Colonel Philip St. George Cooke. In I 86 I
he had been placed in charge of Camp Crittenden, formerly Camp
Floyd, near Salt Lake City, at the time it was abandoned and
demolished. His last official act was to present the flag to Brigham Young, which he did after riding through the streets of Salt
Lake City uncovered, his hat on the pommel of his saddle, in
tribute to the Mormon Battalion men who had gone with him to
California, and especially to those who died en route.
Descendants of the Battalion men and citizens of Utah cooperated to erect a six-foot granite shaft at Fairfield, Utah, honoring
him. It was unveiled on August I 9, I 96 I.

JoHN D. LEE was born in Kaskaskia, Illinois, on September 6,
I 8 I 2. He was orphaned early and forced to make his own way
after the age of sixteen. Vigorous and keen, he accumulated land
and goods and was well set up in a large home with a wife and
one child when he met the first Mormon missionary. After some
time he became a convert to their faith and moved, with some
other families of the area, to Missouri, where he took up land in
Caldwell County near the growing city of Far West.
Here he met the young prophet, Joseph Smith, for whom he
felt an instant attraction. Lee was baptized on June I?, I838, just
at the time the Mormons were organizing their military unit, later
called "The Danites," in preparation for defense of their lands.
They had earlier been driven from Jackson County, through Clay
County, and now were in the majority in this sparsely settled area.
Lee was living too far out to participate in the raids or other hostilities, but he did come in to the defense of the city of Far West.
He was in the vicinity at the time of the massacre at Haun's Mill,
and he knew personally some of the men who had been cruelly
whipped. He was present when Joseph Smith surrendered.
Leaving his holdings, Lee returned· to Illinois and took up his
residence in the city of Nauvoo, where he became one of the
police, and was put in charge of building a Seventies' Hall. Five
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times he went out on short missions-from three to six monthsfor his church, and was effective enough to convert about one
hundred people to Mormonism, and to persuade many of them to
gather at Nauvoo. Absent on a mission when Joseph Smith was
killed, Lee returned to find Brigham Young established as leader
of the church. Since these two men had worked together before,
Lee was at once asked to serve as a secretary as well as a guard and
to exchange his home on Warsaw Street for one nearer so that he
might be quickly available in either capacity.
As soon as the Nauvoo Temple was opened for the ordinances,
Lee was made recorder there and a general assistant to see that the
rooms were in order. During this time he was "adopted" into the
family of Brigham Young according to a rite which was discontinued less than a year later. Lee took great pride in the fact that
he was Brother Brigham Young's second adopted son. This accounts for Lee's signing his name John D. Lee Young during the
first months of the exodus, and of adding his own name to that of
each of his adopted sons: James Pace Lee, Samuel Gully Lee,
George Laub Lee, etc.
At the time of the exodus from Nauvoo, Lee crossed the river
ahead of Brigham Young, but did not begin his journal until the
first meeting and official organization of the camp. From that day
on he kept record of camp activities, but more especially of council
meetings and of the doings of Brigham Young. Occasionally a
blank space shows that he meant to fill in happenings that had occurred while he was absent or too busy to write.
Upon his return from the Santa Fe mission, Lee set up shelters
for his families in Winter Quarters. All of them survived, though
more than six hundred graves were there before the Mormons left
the. place.
Lee was not selected to go west with the pioneer group of I847;
instead, he was assigned to operate a large farm and, with the help
of some forty of his adopted sons and brothers, to raise com and
foodstuffs for the mass migration of I 848. Coming west in I 848,
he set up farming operations some eight miles south of the center
of Salt Lake City. In December 1 85o he was called to help col-
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onize the town of Parowan in southern Utah. After a season
there, he moved southwest to start the town of Harmony; later he
had holdings in Washington, Toquerville, and Kanarraville. He
was also appointed Indian Agent for the southern area. Through
the years Lee continued to write.
During the "Mormon War" of I857, he participated in the
massacre at the Mountain Meadows, south of Cedar City, where
some one hundred and twenty emigrants en route to California
were killed. With other local Mormons he lived in fear of the
law thereafter, and finally moved to other frontiers,. his being at
the crossing of the Colorado River. He was finally apprehended,
tried and convicted of murder, and returned for execution to the
site of the massacre, where he faced the firing squad on March
23, I877·
Through the years that followed the massacre, the finger of
blame was pointed at John D. Lee, until he came to assume, in
the minds of the people, full responsibility for it. To his enemies
he was the devil incarnate; to his family and friends he was a
a scapegoat who bore the sins of the group into the wilderness and
was sacrificed for them all-a willing martyr for his faith.
After some studies had been made of the massacre at the Mountain Meadows and a biography of Lee had been written, 6 the
authorities of the Mormon Church, on April 20, I 96 I, restored
him to full fellowship.

THE DIARY of the Mormon Battalion mission is true to Lee's
other writings, both before and after. It retains his habits of capitalization, spelling, and punctuation. It reveals his loyalty to the
church and to its leaders, his zeal for the cause, his care in observing and recording details, his concern for the welfare of people
and animals. It also shows his officious and dictatorial nature, and
his firmness in refusing to fraternize with enemies of the church.
Given an assignment, he must carry it out. In this case, he must
bring back safely the money entrusted to him. In order to do this,
he must have good animals, and if he could not purchase them or
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come by them fairly, he must use stratagem. For him, on this mission, the, end justified the means. More than that, at no time did
he doubt God's protection or His guiding hand.
This record completes a link in the long chain of Lee's writings,
continuing neatly without a break the earlier, unprinted diary, and
being picked up with only a one-day lapse by the Journals of John
D. Lee, z846-z848, edited in a limited edition in 1938 by Charles
Kelly.
The last entries in the diary just preceding this record how Lee
came to join the Mormon Battalion mission:

August 26, I846 ... About Io Lieut Jas-Pace Lee arrived -in camp
from the Mormon Battalion bringing News of the Death of Lt. Col
Allen-commander of the M. Bat. said the Troops were in good
Health & Spirits-& brought 2 letters.
Thurs Aug 27th I846 ... Bro 0 Pratt read 2 Letters from Sam.'l
Gully Ft Leavenworth dated Aug 2I & 23 one from G. B. Saunderson & I from Lieut Smith-stating that he had in possession the
Books & Papers belonging to Lieut Col Allen-& that he would
assist the Mormon Battalion should it meet our feelings &c. . . .
about dark Pres Young came to my Tent. told me that he had a
Dangerous though Responsible Mission for me to perform which was
to follow up the Mormon Battalion to receive the payment (Can you
go) I replied when my -?- can advance the cause of god I like to
enjoy them-without let them be Sacrificed-go & god will Bless you
& you shall have what ever you need for your Family-! will send I
or 2 men with you-you will take a light wagon & a span of mulesthat will travel 40 miles per day....

-Juanita Brooks
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Omaha Nation, Near Cutters Park
Headquarters, Camp of lseral
Sunday, Aug 3oth, 1846
Morning clear, wind North. Pres Young engaged in fitting outhis
son (J D Lee) for an expedition to the Western Army Mormon
Bat. all letters of introduction packages & papers having been prepared Pres [Brigham] Young, [Heber C.] Kimble, [Willard]
Richards, & [Newel K.] Whitney 7 accompanied Bro Howard
Egan 8 & myself in a carriage about 3 miles-Called a halt, discovered that we had forgoten to bring Dr. R [Richards?] little Dog
Trip which we purposed taken with us to guard the waggon while
we slept in case an attempt should be made to rob and plunder by
Indians &c-as our journey was not only arduous but dangerousPres Young & Richards returned to camp, brought little Trip in
the meanwhile we turned our mules out to feed on the grass &
arrainged the loading in our waggon-About 4 P M Pres Young
Kimble Richards & Whitney blessed us & in the Name of the
Lord, said we should go & prosper & return in safety. under the
assurence of these promises we went our way rejoicing trusting to
meet our Friends again-when we should have accomplished the
work whereunto we were called The T earn Letters & packages
were placed in my care. Bro. E. [Egan] my helper, Friend &
assistant drove to the cool spring, from it took a jug of water, then
drove to the Mormon Ferry on the Mo. River where we tarried
till morn. Dis 18 miles.
Mormon Ferry, Mo. River
Disputed land by the Oto & Onida
Mon Aug 31st 1846
Morning clear & pleasant. about sunrise we met Bro. Wm Kimble9
0. P. Rockwell 10 & others who had just crossed over for the purpose of setting us over, on reaching the opposite shore, I was haild
by many of the Saints direct from Nauvoo11 who were also waiting
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their terns to cross-amoung those on the bank were Bro Edward
Hunter12 who was sick of Fever-in a great No. of the Saints were
sickness that are encamped on the Bat-all went well excepting a
large boil that I had on my left thigh which caused me much pain.
called at Mr. Whitehead's bought 3 watermellons. Paid 30 cts
which went well-staid at Mr. Hensakers'. 13 Dis 46 miles
Nishnabollona Abram Hensakers Ferry
Teus, Sept. 1st, 1846
Morning clear & pleasant. I here observe that Mr. Donald & Car·
ter merchants from St Joseph insisted on our wating I day for
them to wind up their buisiness that they might get a conveyance
back in our litle carriage-but the nature of our mission was so
urgent that money would not induce us to tarry by the way-we
could probably have had from $I o to I 5 for their passage.
About 6 we took up our line of march-stoped at Mr. Donald's
Store (formerly owned by Mr. Churchill, Decaced) & bought
some articles-Paid 25 cts ferriage and I25 cts for other articles.
Distance from the point to the Nishnabollna 45 miles, to Lindon
the county seat q, to Rock creek 6-to the English Grove 7-to the
Big Tarkio 7, to the litle Tarkio 6-At Rock Creek we nooned &
made an improvement to our litle moving house-traveled 7 miles.
/Stoped at Mr. Mathus (E grove) bought some oats unions, Honey
&c.-found them remarkably friendly. Several Families of the
Saints have setled in this vacinity for the winter-much sickness
in the country-traveld about 40 miles took up for night about I o
oclock near the litle Tarkio.
Litle Tarkio
Wed, Sept 2nd
Morning still rather cloudy. Traveled about sunrise we trailed
over rough though fertile country-about 4 P M passed through
Origon [Oregon] the county seat of Holt the distance from the
Big Tarkio to the Litle is calld 6 miles, both streams are briged.
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From the Little Tarkio to Origon is about 2I miles, to the ferry
on the Nodowa [Nodaway] River-formerly called the Lower
Ferry at the falls-8 miles-from Origon to the Mo River 5 miles
-near the Nodowa I fell in company with several of the citizens
formerly of Clay-Caldwell & Davis County (actors many of them
in the Mo difficulties) They manifested much Friendship &
anxiety to trade & traffic with our People. After traveling about
43 miles stoped for the night-at one of our old Mo. residenters
(though friendly) by the name of Camerhan. (43 miles).
Thursday, Sept. 3rd I 846
Morning dark, occasional thunder-fair prospects for rain. About
14
I P M we arrived in the city of St Joseph
the capitol of Buckhannon Co., distance of the morning I6 miles. St Joseph is immediately located of the bank of the Great Mo River & with good
enterprising inhabitants is destined to be a place of business. In
this place I found several Families of the Brethren who had stoped
to recruit, among which was Bra John Gheen 15 & [David] Powell, 16
Jacob Peart, 17 and George Colmer besides several Families that
were a short distance out-The Brethren all seemed to be highly
consoled at our appearance & information from the camp. Bro
Gheen and Powell especially not-forgetting their families. Lieut.
Pace18 arrived about 2 P M. We (E I) Bra Egan, Pace & myself
commenced laying in our supplies fitting up our waggon & Harness for a start on the morrow-Mr. Donald came in soon after usinvited us to the confectionery-& refreshed us with a good Port
wine & Sugar-besides made us some severallitle presants. We in
returned bought such articles for our expedition as he had for sale
-Leaving Bro Pace & Egan to arrainge our outfit (as I was illy
prepared to be about from the lameness of the boils with which I
was affiicted). I sat down with the Saints and had a first rate fireside chat-they all appeared highly gratified to hear of the Health
& Prosperity of the Saints in camp & wish me to council them how
to proceed with Sister Fanny Daniels-Formerely Turley19 as there
was now a warrant out for her-by Bro Daniels first wife (Since
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his Death) she having taken the advantage of Fanny. Told the
worst, that she had been living with Daniels in an unlawful manner-& since his death had kept all of Daniels clothes-where upon ·
the about 20 persons went to the house where Fanny resided took
not only his clothes but hers also, leaving her all most des. [destitute], not being satisfied with this, swore out a warrant for her.
The poor girl was left almost without a Friend to take her part.
However, some of the sisters dressed her in men's clothing &
passed her out in disguise. Sent her 4 miles out where she now is
at Br Yarbers-Send her to the camp by the first opportunity, was
my council-about sunset I walked to Bro Jacob Peart, 1eft a letter
with them from Dr Richards-found them well & in good faith &
spirits. They assisted us to make a waggon cover & some sacks to
put in feed for our horses-returned back to Bro Gheens, took
supper, after which we chatted till midnight or after. Bro Luke
Johnson 20 came also & chatted. I asked privately the cause of his
renouncing his Faith. He replied that [he] never renounced the
Faith-he left the church on the grounds that S Rigdon acused &
condemned him for things which he (Rigdon) practiced & was
guilty of. He acknowledged his wrong in so doing & that past
experience had Taught never to do wrong because other men did.
St Joseph, the Capital of Buckhannon Co, Mo
Friday, Sept 4th, '46
About 2 morn-storm arrosed from theN W & continued raining
moderately till about noon when it fared of gradually. In the fore
noon we remained at Bro Gheens & Powells, talking & instructing
them Mr. Smith, a Brother-in-law to Bro Gheen, became deeply
interested in the Mormon Faith-on leaving him, he Presented
me a large Buffallo robe, assured me that he would be at or with
the camp in the Spring-The Saints here were verry kind indeed,
Bro John Gheen & lady in particular. About I PM we started on
our journey, passed through Bloomington Platt Co-distance I 8
miles. Traveled 2 miles more & stoped for the night. Dis- 20 miles.
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Platt Co, Mo, Sat, Sept 5th, '46
Morning dark and foggy. At 9 we passed through the town of
Western [Weston], one of the most flourishing little business
towns in the upper Mo. It is situated on the banks of the Mo 5
miles above Fort Leavenworth-& 30 miles below St Joseph. At
this place we saw Bro E Miles Blacksmith. We tried to get one of
my mules shod but in vain-every shop and workman was buisy
repairing & fitting up waggons for the California Expedition.
When we arrived at the Ferry we found about 50 waggons &
Teams waiting to cross-which would have prevented us from
crossing till the morrow had not Lieut Pace been in possession of
a Passport which when he presented caused us to be set over immediately. About 2 oclock P M we arrived at Fort Levingsworth;
on entering we were met by Bro John Wells (one of Col Allen's
attendants)2 1 who since his death was baptized, who almost
shouted at our presance for Joy. Conducted us up into the Square,
Spread his tent for our accommodation, had our Horses and Mules
put in the stable, rubed & fed; after which Lieut Pace & my self
had an interview with Lieut Col J Wharton 22 commander at the
garrison-He requested us to Tarry till Io oclock the next day
that he might send by us the U S Mail-we accordingly waited.
In passing from the Cols to our quarters we unexpectedly met
Bro McKinzie [McKenzie] 23 who was just arrived with the express
from Santafe-for which he received $25o.oo. The remainder of
the evening was spent in conversation-From him we learned the
particulars in relation to the assassination of Mr. Swan24 who was
shot by a party of Shian [Cheyenne] Indians on his return from
the mountain to the Fort. It was supposed that he was killed for
the purpose of stealing his Horse as they the same day had offered
him 3 or 4 mules in exchange for his Horse. Finding that they
could not purchase him they were determined to have him at the
price of blood-so great was their attatchment for the Gelding. He
was grey & as handsome as a picture. Mr. Swan fell within 8o
yards of an encampment of I I waggons 2 guns were fired at him
but one ball took effect. It went through his heart and & logged
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in one of the waggons-an arrow was shot at the same time and
hurried up to the Feathers in one of the oxen. Bro McKenzie
showed that killed Mr. S P. S. Fort Leavenworth is situated on
the West side of the Mo River on a high beautiful eminence-in
the center is a handsome green, well shaded, of about 4 acres,
plainly enclosed & near the center of the square on the South the
Maggzine is situated-genteel & well constructed. Around the
Public Square are 4 lines of buildings 3 of which are brick, the
4th on the South is a line of Stables sufficiently large enough to
hold the horses & mules of a regiment. Each stable arranged alphabetically commencing with Co A & so on through the alphabet.
The first 3 lines constitute the garrisonFort Leavensworth, Sund, Sept 6th, '46
Morning clear, rather close. Wind South-high-About Io we left
the Ft. taking with us the U S Mail for Santafe Headquarters
giving me encouragement that I would not be compensated for
taken this dispatch but would likely have a dispatch to return with
drove I 7 miles and nooned. Directly after stoping, quite a shower
came from the South which was met by _another from the N W
accompanied with hail, but mostly went around it. About dark
crossed a large creek called. the Stranger-Distance from the Ft
26 mi. Traveled 6 miles further & encamped for the night on an
open prairie. About I o quite an angry clowd arrose from N W
but without much wind-rain continued till about 4 A M. Dis of
the day 3 I miles.
Deleware Nation, Mon, Sept 7th, '46
Air cool, morning cloudy, W North. About ~ past 5 we were
Traveling. Drove 5 miles & came to Kaw River, the line between
the Deleware & Shawnee Indians. The ferry over this stream is
managed & owned by the 2 nations25- The country between the
Rivers is verry fertile & well calculated for cultivation. The Bottom
on the East side of Kaw river is a solid bed of sand for 2 miles (in
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width). Kaw river is about ~ mile in width-bottom sandy,
current strong-3 Flats were running constant. They have a contract of Ferring for the Government at $I .oo per waggon-drove
2 miles stoped at a Methodist Indian of Shanee [Shawnee] Tribe
& cooked breakfast-Rather the squaw cooked for us-bought of
them 3 watermellons, paid them 5oc. They said the Kickapoo
Prophet26 would get drunk & fight-not good-no prophet in the
last days-but false ones, so Says our Missionarys. Drove 6 miles,
came to the Origon Road which bore to the right-9 miles to the
Santafe Trace. Traveled 3 miles, came to a smawl creek which we
called dry creek-3 miles beyond is a lone elm to the left of the
road (called Elm Grove). To Rock Creek 7 miles, to creek called
I I o [so named because of its distance from old Fort Osage] I 2
miles. Through out the day the face of the country presents quite
a different appearance. The short & remarkably thick [sod] on the
ground sweet and tender is called Buffallo grass. This country to
me leaves a strong indication of its having been favored of the
Lord more than any other portion that I have ever seen-in so
much that Bra Pace remarked that but litle improvement would
· be required to bring it back to its primeval state-about dark we
passed 30 provision waggons-traveled till Io oclock at night in
an open prairie. IO miles from the I IO which is the first Timber
we came to we took up for the Night, I would here remark this
prairie is about 40 miles wide-just after dark we passed about 6o
Provision waggons. 27 Distance of the day 35 miles.
Kickapoo Nation, 40 mile Prairie
T eus, Sept 8th, I 846
About 12 night commenced raining-wind E-about 30 minutes
to 6 we renewed our Journey-passed the I IO about Io oclock,
came to Switzlers [Schwitzers] Creek about I PM. 4 miles beyond
S creek we met 3 men on foot from Bents Fort bound to Ft. Leavensworth-from them we learned that the Mormon Bat. was at
Cottonwood Fork on Friday previous, the distance of 8o miles, &
that Lieut Smith had the command. At Bever Creek, 6 miles, we
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met 3 large waggons & oxen & about 24 men bound for the Ft.
Leavensworth. They agreed with the 3 first men with reference
to the Mormon Bat. Traveled I~ miles, came to a Creek not
named which I called Lees Creek. About ~ mile from its ford
we haltd for the night. Having good Mormon Iron Puzzle Hobbles, we secured our Teams. Let them to grass after feeding them
com and oats, as we fed them on grain 3 times per day. Still raining. Uniting our heart in Prayer to our Father in Heaven we
retired to sleep-in our little waggon which would only admit of
our laying down sideways & neither one of us could tum over
without raising up-yet we rested comfortable to what we would
to have been out in the rain. Distance of the day 26 miles, from
FtL92.
Lees Creek, Sac Nation
Wed, Sept 9th, I 846
Wind East, still raining. About Ih. past 5 mom we commenced
roling, traveld 6 miles, came to a creek which I called Government
Creek because we found Capt Henry Hensler with 3 provision
waggons. From him I obtained a bill of the Rout from Ft. Leavensworth_:to Bents Ft. At this place we made some coffee, we seldom
took time to cook-started at Io to 9, passed Stray Creek dis ~
· ms.-to Trip Creek~ ms. Paces Creek 5 ms. Beautiful stream of
water and well timbered. It derived its name from Lieut. Pace's
saying that he would have his inheritance on its valleys-To
Howards Creek 5 ms. This is also a lovely stream. I called it after
my Friend H. Egan. 7 ms. to Hensler Creek. Descending the hill
at the stream, Bro H E at the lines, the waggons unfortunately
Run over some rocks, which throwed the weight on the lower
nigh [left] hind wheel as it pitched down into a rut & broke the
axle Tree. The mules were in a sweeping Trott. This accident
detained us at least r ~ days. We cobled up the wheel so as to
run to Council Point. 28 Came to Youngs creek, dis of 5 miles, &
encamped about one mile west of this creek on the Prairie 8 o' elk.
About noon the sun shone out, wind south. Evening rainbow. Dis
28 miles, total I 20.
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Youngs Creek Sac Nation
Thur Sept I o '46
Wind south, rain at 6 which was about [time] we startd. Came to
Big John Spring-dis 5 ms. to Council Grove or the Headwaters
of the Neosha River is 2 ms. Between these 2 creeks is a singular
row of Tables along the bluff representing carved work. The
country around has quite singular appearance sufficiently to distinguish as a place of Note. At this grove is a blacksmith shop
employed by government. We here tryed to get them to repair our
carriage as Government Property but they refused unless we would
show U S on our mules or an order from Head Quarters. They
said that they would assist us for pay-we all went to work built a
new axle tree and shod one of the mules-At this place Lieut Pace
received a letter from Quarter master Gully29-saying that they
should leave on Mon 3oth & would travel about 20 ms per day,
that we had better make all possible speed to overtake the Bat., to
stay of Nights with Co's as much as possible, not to camp where
there was indians-as it is dangerous to travel in smawl co's after
leaving this Point. From this intelligence we reasonably supposed
that we were at least 2oo ms in the rear of the Bat with our little
conveyance broke down & no arm to lean on but the arm of Jehovah. We however new that he was for us, there fore we had no
fears-but Trustd in Him to conduct & protect us from all danger.
Noon, wind high, south, About r P M, Bro Egan & myself washed
from head to foot in the pure waters of Neosha. After washing
and changing our garments, Bro Egan washed a shirt and garment
for each of us-at 5 we took a cup of Tea. The Smiths [blacksmiths] partook with us. About 6 we resumed our travel, met a
man from the Little Arkansas R to Ft L [Leavenworth]. He had
rode 50 miles & offered us $5 .oo to stop and take up for the Night
that he might stay with us-1 told him it was only 5 miles to the
Grove & that he could soon reach it & unless we should travel
Night and day we should fail to overhall the Bat. before they
would reach Bents Fort & thereby endanger our own lives by
traveling alone. About 20 mts to 1 we passed the Diamond
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springs, 30 dis I 5 ms., traveled about 5 ms. further & stopped & fed.
At 2 mom, we lay down to take a nap-about 3 a light shower
from SW. Immediately after the rain I was alarmed-by my little
night guard Trip who made tremendous to do. I sprang to my
feet, snatched my I 5 shooter. Stepping out of the waggon I discovered some living thing walking toward us. At the first sightmade sure it was indians, but as it came nearer I saw the indian
turned out to be a large Black Bear. It made several passes at the
Dog, but'he kept clear of his antogonist-1 leveled my piece at
him but it did not take effect & before I could reload he had eloped.
Dis day & night 26 miles, S F I 46 ms.
Kaw Nation, Prairie near the Little Diamond Springs
Fri, Sept I I, '46
Wind Southwest, £lighing clouds, heavy rain pased arround westward. /'o m P [minutes past] 6 we were roling ahead. About I o
we arrived at The Lost Spring At this place we got a canteen of
cool water-the nearest timber to this spring on the road is I 2 ms.
-& no timber till we reach the cotton wood Fork, dis of I 4 ms
more, on which stream there is but a few scatering cotton wood
Trees-this stream is clear and beautiful & we arrived at it about
4 P M & cooked some meat as it would be the last timber till we
should come to the Little Arkansas R-on this creek we saw about
I oo Turkeys-about I 5 m to 7 we started-leaving Capt Martin
& Moore31 forming their Co's for the night. From them we learned
that a party of the Pawnees stole I 7 horses & mules from Armeos
[Armijo's] Co-about 3 days since between the Lost & Diamond
springs-77 armed men followed them 25 mi. & got I 5 of them
back by force-A party of the Indians foiled the co 2 days & nights
expecting no doubt to be reinforced and make another attack-but
failed. He advised us to camp of nights as much as possible with
other Co's, it was not safe to travel alone-this forenoon is heavy
wheeling & in fact has been for the last 5 or 6 days on account of
the imence quantity of rain that has fallen-the Prairie to day is
much leveler than usual & more inclined to be wet-about 30 mts
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to 8 we took up for the night; having 30 rns to day & 20 the night
before. 30 rns I 76Pawnee Nation, Sat, Sept I 2th, '46
Morning clear warm and calm. At 20 rn to 6 we resumed our
travel. At 8 we passed Turkey. This morning we saw the reeks of
two of Government waggons lying by the way. This is no strange
sight however for we have seen more or less of them Daily and
the remains of dead oxen 5 to I o of a day that from the heat and
want of water have just melted down. Some few have recovered
& are seen along the road & some times picked up by the Natives
or traders. About 9 we met a waggon, 6 or 8 persons and about
40 or 50 Santefe horses & mules, together with some 5 or IO oxen
which they likely picked up by the way. They said that they were
moving to Mo.-had been trading at Santafe-The Prairie may
well be termed a plain in part of the globe for the face thereof is
just as smooth & true as though it in reality had been Plainedno gofer hills or humps to be seen-the soil is rich rather inclined
to be sandy, the grass short & fine-resembling that of a Timothy
meadow when fed down-About I 7 miles from C Fork we carne
to a beautiful clear pure runing stream of water in the open
Prairie which I called Mormon Creek. About 6 eve we met an
express from Santefe, carried by 6 men bound to Ft. L. [Leavenworth]. At ~ passed 6 we reached the Little Arkansas River &
encamped on the West side. There we carne up with Capt Brown's
Co U.S. P. W. From him we learned that Armeas Co was about
30 rns ahead-which would [be] about 45 miles for us to travel
tomorrow to come up with them for night quarters. We here exchanged some bacon for Hour with Capt B. Dis 4I rns, Total I97
rns.
Litle Arkansas River, Pawnee Nation
Sund, Sept I 3th, '46
Morning clear, wind high, South. At this Place & the Night
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before we locked our' mules and horse close & secure-at 20m P 6
we started-Traveled I 5 m came to Cow creek where we for the
first time saw a heard of Buffallo Bulls consisting of 8 in Nocuriosity led us to drive some 3 miles out of our way to see them
maneuver. Got up within 2 or 3 hundred yards of them when they
discovered us & raised the lope. They appeared to us to be near
the size of Elephants-drove to big Cow Creek 4 ms-feed-&
while we were eating there was 5 heard in sight, one of above I oo
-we would have liked to have taken a chase could we have carried
the meat & skins but to leave them to waiste would be wrongabout 1 P M commenced roling, traveled about 6 ms when perhaps
some thousands were scatered over the plains in different directions & heards; having a spare mule along I took my 6 shooter &
concluded to have a chase. Run a herd of about I oo in no. consisting of cows calves & bulls (which is not common as they the bulls
in general run in separate Droves) some ms, shot one but did
not get it for the reason that I did not want to kill it as we could
not consume its flesh-notwithstanding I wanted to have it said
that I shot a Buffallo-about the midle of this Prairie are gentle
rises of sand resembling mounds & one more noted which. I assended on reaching the summit found it covered with Chickasaw
Plum Shrubs-This mound was a solid bed of sand about I oo feet
in height & before it was sepperated & torn asunder it probably
covered 3 acres of ground but in its present state it is seperated
into 4 quarters, forming a Basin between the 2 principle moundswhich affords standing water-while on the summit of one of these
mounds, I surveyed the surrounding country with wonder, ad-.
miration & astonishment-the whole appeared a continual Plain
-&over it 10oo's of the redmans catle were seen grazing at a single
sight-The wild grass here changed its nature to a kind of Nimble
Will closely fed down-about 30 m to 6 we came up with the
Setlers [Sutlers] Waggons belonging to the Mormon Bat commanded by Wilson & Goddard. 32 They encamped at the Arkansas
Bend-one of their Co. a Frenchman, kiled 2 Buffallos, took from
·the best one some 50 lbs (Hump) & left the remainder to be
devoured by wolves, buzzards &c. From them we learned that the

3
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Mormon Bat.-was at least I2o rns ahead-From this Frenchman
we got a piece of Buffalloo meat-traveled to Walnut creek, dis 7
rns, & encamped for the night-evening clear, W S 3 I rni to 9,
travel45 rns, total242 rns.
P S We guarded our teams sooner than to tie them up. I stood till
2 & Bro Pace til day-the roads good-the 2 last days we made our
days travel much easier than usual by putting in Lieut Pace's
horse a fine likely carriage [horse] in deed & much to our advantage as our mules were much faged-and worn down.
Pawnee & Cornrnancha Nation
Monday, Sept 14th, I846, Walnut Fork
About 4 morning the Natives of the Plains commenced bellowing
& wolves howling & screaming. When light came we found our

selves surrounded by I ooo' s of Buffalloo feeding on the plains
within 300 yards of us perfectly quiet. I took my I 5 shooter &
walked to within 6o or 70 yards of them, stood & looked at them
sometime as much a do I could refrain [from] shooting. At 25 rni
to 6 we started, traveld 6 ms., carne up with Capt Armeho's & Co
(A Spaniard trader). Soon after we discovered several men on
horseback with 3 or 4 waggons in co-coming towards us which
when they came up proved to be Br Wm Crowsby, John Brown,
John D. Hollody, Geo W Bankhead & Daniel Thomas from Miss.
Co. 33 Bro Crowsby said that he led a co 43 persons & I9 waggons
-when at Independence Mo they made enquiery for the Mormon
camp, was told that a co had crossed the South Fork of Platt River
took the Origon Trace and had bent their course Westward; hearing nothing more definite about the camp, rolled on, took up the
North Fork to the Fort Lar'amey, passed near the foot of Grand
Island and located at Fort Perbelow [Pueblo] on the Arkansas
river, distance of 250 rns from Ft Lararny & 25 rns from the foot
of the mountains. At this Place the Saints have made some litle
improvements, planted Pornkins, melons, Turnips & are making
preparations to sow wheat & put in spring crops unless otherwise
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instructed. They have been enabled to get some provisions at the
Fort in exchange for labor. Com at the Ft. is selling at $3.00 per
Bushel, no Hour to be had-Short of 50 ms which is a Spanish
town called Touce [Taos]. It [Hour] could be had before the war
between Mexico & the U S commenced for $4.oo Per Barrel-but
no doubt it will be twice that soon if not now-reported them all
Faithful & able to role on with the camp in the Spring if required
-with their families, but have not waggons & Teams sufficient to
haul out I 2 months Provisions-they are anxious to be at head
quarters. They (the brethren that we met) said that they wanted
I should council them what to do, and they would do it. I told
them (after getting the particulars connected with what they had
done) to pursue their Journey home and when I returned to Headquarters then would I lay their case before the council & when a
decision should be made they would then write them what to doat the same [time] a messenger may be sent to the Brethren at
Purbelo to council them &c. The Brethren seem overjoyed &
when we parted Bro Crowsby gave me a half Eagle which he
insisted I should take; I took it & blessed him-& went on to Ash
Creek, distance of 20 miles & at 5 mi to I 2 noon we reached the
Pawnee Fork of Arkansas, 7 ms, where we stopped & cooked. This
is a beautiful Hush running stream and well calculated for mills
and other water processes-while at this place Capt Jas Thompson34 with a co of 30 waggons loaded with Provisions for the army
crossed & strange for the Mo drivers scarce an oath was heard from
them-Capt T. manifested the best of feelings for our People
though he was in the Mo. mob or (government Troops). He took
dinner with us after which we traveled to the forks of the road,
took the left-here the capt got in my carriage & let me have his
horse for a Buffalloo chase. Lieut Pace & I with our I 5 shooters
took after 6 old Bulls, run them about 3 miles, fired 5 shots
between us which brought 2 of them to the ground, it was not
our intention to have shot but I-but through mistake we shot
at & wounded diferent ones, we did not stop to go to both for by
this time the sun was setting & the waggons & feast 8 miles from
us. We cut from the rump & stake about 2oo lbs, left the hide &
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remainder of the meat, about I 6 or I 8 cwt. pounds, to be devoured
by the wolves & other animals of Prey. 35 By this time it was almost
dark so we bent our course for the Co. not feeling verry safe as
we were liable to fall in the hands of the Natives & be massacred
with out having any means of defence as we had shot all our
charges that would fire forgetting to take more blocks with us &
my left wrist was seariously injured by one of the slides being
shoved out of its place which let a part of the charge pass to the
left-or rather split the charge throwing a part against my left
wrist burning it sevierly. After wandering through the Prairie till
9 we came up with the camp which was near the Arkansas River.
Eve clear, dis 40 ms, T. 282 ms.
Arkansas R., Commansha Nation
T eus, Sept. I 5th, '46
Morning cloudy. We were here detained till I PM through misfortune breaking down the hind axel tree-while Bro Pace & I
were absent on the chase. Traveled 30 ms & encamped near the
Arkansas River about 9 oclock-night. Drove several I oos yards off
from the road to prevent the Indians from finding us as we saw
some of them on the alert a short time before sunset-about Io a
light shower from the west. Dis 30 ms, Total 3 I 2 ms.
Commancha Nation, Wed,
Sept. I 6th, I 846
Morning clear. At 20 m to 5 we were on the road. Traveled over
a barren sandy Desert without water or grass, or verry little at
least. Our rout for 3 days have been up the Arkansas-Buffallo frequently in sight through the day, also quite a No of Antelop were
seen & a smawl animal of the dog Spicia are very numerous in
these Deserts. They are something larger than a wharf Rat &
burrow in the earth. The Arkansas R is about lh mile in widthbanks low, sandy bottom and scarce water enough to be in it to
suply the stock-we pushed heard [hard] through the day hoping
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to come up with the camp or Bat. Traveled till 9 & took up for
the night. Dis 6o ms, T. 372 ms.
Commancha Indians
-Desert Encampment
Thurs. Sept I 7th, '46
Morning clear. By day break we resumed our travel & at the distance of 5 ms the Bat. & Col. Price' s36 Reg appeared in open view
-on the opposite bank of the Arkansas River. Their sight produced no smawl degree of comfort & satysfaction to us & our
faces was eaquely pleasing to the Bat.-on reaching the camp
ground we found a part of the Bat. on the move. Feeling anxious
to have the Bat. stop until they could hear the decision & feelings
of the council of the church at Headquarters, Capt Hunt,37 the
ranking Capt, to my astonishment informed me that he & the
officer of the Bat. had Submited the command to Lieut Smith. 38
I asked him if the Bat. approved of that move; he replied that they
had nothing to do with that'appointment-1 then requested an
introduction to Lieut SmithAfter I presented him the letter from the council of the
church, 39 also read in his presance the views of the council in
relation to the situation of the Bat. & the right of command &
requested him to Stop the Bat. & let them rest a day or 2 as they
had been under a force march for 3 weeks traveling from 20 to
30 ms per day when the law under ordinary circumstances only
requires I 3 ms per day & allows I day in each week to wash; their
feet worn out as well as their bodies-their sick suffering in the
greatest extreme-one of the soldiers was hurried a few hours
before our arrival. (Alva Phelps) in the beginning of his sickness
plead that no calimal should be poored down him that he would
get well without it but to take it was death instantly. Notwithstanding his entreaties, the Dr. 40 poored an even spoonfull of calimal down him & about twice that amount of the Spirits of Turpentine-which soon ended his carreer. Not adhearing to my reasoning
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he refused to call the Bat. to a halt though great was the anxiety of
the Bat. to hear, not only from their wives & children,41 but hoping
to be releived from the bondage & oppression in which they were
involved;-feeling indignant at such oppression I was determind
to free my mind & rid my garments of his sins. So I invited him
to my little carriage to have some conversation with him. 42 (Capt
Hunt was presant.) Said I, Lieut Smith the men of this Bat. are
my Brethren we have (the most of them) suffered to geather for
the Sake of our Holy Religion sufficient by the hand of ungodly
men-without having everything now that tyrants & oppressors
can inflict upon them to make them miserable. When I came up
with the Bat. & saw the suffering & oppression of these Soldiers
my blood boiled in my veins to such an extent; that I could scarce
refrain from taking my Sword in hand & ridding them of such
Tyrants. Lieut Smith replied that he did not designedly oppress
any man; said I, you are the man that made one of the soldiers get
down of [off] his horse & damn him threatening to tie him to the
waggon, there drag him like an ox (when he was scarce able to
stand alone-burning with fever), unless he would report himself
to the Dr. (Death) & take what ever he should prescribe, & when
the sick man begged the liberty of being nourished with food &
mild herbs by one of his Brethren-who was verry skillful in
bafHing deseases, your reply Sir was that if you ever knew of our
Drs administering medicines to any man in this Bat. that you
would cut his throat; the Sergeon was the man to prescribe &
administer medicine, when you were knowing at the same time
that he gave double portions of calomel through spite, saying that
he did not care a dam whether it killed or cured & the more it
killed the better, that the dam Rascals ought to be sent to hell as
fast as possible,-such conduct is incredible & more than what I
can bear & should I see him or your honor itself impose upon &
abuse one of my Brethren as you have in times past I dont know
but I would cut your infernal throats. Those men are men of
feeling & sensitive to the rights of each other and understand
human nature & to bear such treatment they will not. They are
now ready to revolt & it is with much difficulty that they can be
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constrained from rising up & bursting off the yoke of oppression.
When Col Allen had the command, the Bat had no cause of complaint. When any of his men was sick he endeavored to nourish
them & make them as comfortable as circumstances would allowif they choose to have their Brethren lay hands on them & Pray
for their recovery or administer herbs & mild food it was granted &
even went so far as to forbid any man attaching himself to the Bat.
without being Baptized first. Col Allen was a man of feeling &
regarded the suffering of his soldiers, thereby Endeared himself
to them & they would lay down their lives for him & were you to
take a similar course with them they would respect & stand by you
to the last moment. I consider the oppresion here as great as it was
in Mo. They would say if you dont renounce Mormonism dam you
I'll kill you. You say to them if you dont take calomel I'll cut your
darned throats. I see no difference at all. I speak of these things
for your benefit as well as the welfare of the Bat. You certainly can
accomplish more with love than what you can by ruling with an
Iron hand, & all would be better; for my part I would not stand at
the head of a people that was not fully satisfied with me as an
officer. To all of which he confessed to be right & said would
endeavor to make the Bat as comfortable as possible. I expected
that he would have chalenged me for a Duell but instead of that
he never resented the first word-at this juncture of time we came
to some water in the Desert for our teams which broke up our
conversation-the day was very warm & dusty & water scarcenone in fact for 50 miles with the exception of 2 mud holes 1/2
buffallo urin at least. Notwithstanding the famishing Brethren
would rush into the midst of it & suck and strain the water through
their Teeth to keep back the live as well as dead insects & mud
from being swallowed by wholesale & after quenching their thirst
they filled their canteens out of the tracks of the oxen & mulesothers not having strength to reach the Swamp were prostrated by
the way-Some of their friends would carry drink to them & as
much as they could they would be put into the waggons privately,
risking the consquences not withstanding the threats of the commanders-I had in our little conveyance from 3 to 4 sick which
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was in reality more than our little carriage was able to bear up with
safety. There was some water hauled by a gentile & sold the same
to the famishing Brethren for 5oc a pint-This scene of suffering,
oppression & distress was enough to rend the heart of a stoneor admantive. I thought that the Letters from the council of the
church togeather with my arguments & the oppression of the Bat.
would certainly stir up the officers to stand up for their rights &
free themselves from such lamentable T yrany-when every pledge
that had been made on the part of the acting Col was forfeited,
saying nothing about the ilegality of submitting the command of
the Bat. without their consent. But to my astonishment & mortification a private council was called & the Capt's & Lieut' s & such as
was in favor of submitting the command in which they not only
refused to send out express to Gen Kerney [Kearny] informing
himof the Pledge made by Col Allen &c according to the discussuon of the council, but appointment Capt J. D. H [Jesse D.
Hunter], 43 Davis [Daniel C. Davis], 44 & L Clark Lieut [Lorenzo
Clark] 45 to wait upon me & inform me that I had no right to
abuse their commander Lieut Smith whom they had appointed.
Neither the Seargeant, & in fact Capt Hunt was heard to say in
the presance of his Co- A when Bro E Averett46 insisted that the
command should rest in the Bat. at least, until Lieut Pace should
return that they might have the mind of the council-on the future
command of the Bat. (Thought nonsense, what do the I 2 have to
do with counceling this Bat. They may council in spiritual matters
at home but with us they have nothing to do.) & adjutant Dykes47
also at the Bluffs said he wondered if the President was so foolish
as to think that this Bat would stop 2 hours at his request to make
him out a Muster Roll. Hunter replied that Allen would stop 2
weeks at the request of Pres B Young. When quartermaster
[Samuel] Gully came up with the Bat. he also wished to wait the
return of Lieut Pace-before an action should take place & urged
the propriety of sending an express to Gen Kerney fourthwith,
Andrew Lytle48 concurred But was over ruled by Shelton49 the
officers assistant commissary & adjutant Dykes who were the ringtail leaders-they appeared to know more law than all Iseral. Plead
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entire ignorance to the la~~t of the Bat. saying there
was not a man in the Bat. that could make out a correct report
return or requisition, therefore urged the necessity of submitting
the command to Lieut Smith who was an efficient officer & skilled
in the military requirements, that it would be a great advantage
to the Bat. & thus intimidates the officers; Lieut Gully replied that
he had no objection to the adjutants pleading his own ignorance
but never never wanted him to say ignorance about this people
again while he had breath-to a gentile-he would be ashamed to
aclmowlege that the world knew more than the Saints holding
the Priesthood. Lieut Smith said that Col Price would attach
this Bat to his regiment-unless they would yeild the command
to him, neither could they draw rashons as the officers had no
commission, hence could not make out a requisition officially to
draw provisions. But he (Smith) being a United States Officer
could sign & receipt officially & would carry out Aliens Pledges,
preserve them from impositions & would lead them to Gen. Kerneys. He in this way-together with A G Dykes Com. Shelton
on law speeches intimidated the officers until they suffered Lieut.
Smith to impose himself on the Bat. as their commander. As
soon as he had gained his point he put the Bat. under a forced
march, run down the teams of Families-then sent them to Bent
Ft-detached I 2 men to guard them to that Point, taking the Bat.
the Simeroan [Cimarron] rout direct to Santefe, thus violating
the first Pledge; & continue so to do to the greatest extreme, however he had policy in taking this course which was to reach Gen.
Kerney before the messenger should return from Head Quarters
for [he] well knew that our People would not approbate the
course that he had taken. Traveled 26 ms & encamped in the
Desert without wood or water. Dis 26 miles, total 400 Ms.
New Mexico, Shian [Cheyenne] Nation
Fri, Sept I 8th, I 846
Morning clear, wind S-at 4 AM Tattoo was beat, all was rallied,
teams up & on the march. Through the day I obtained a promise
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that when we got to the Simerone [Cimarron] Springs that we
should draw their pay. About 4 PM we reached a water course in
the plain where we encamped for the night. Here for the first was
grass in abundance but of a harsh nature. I called this creek (Skull
Creek) [Sand Creek] as there were several human skulls and
bones with all the teeth in them where probably a battle had been
fought. Dis 24 ms, Total 424 m.
Skull Creek Encampment
New Mexico, Shian Indians
Sat, Sept I 9th, '46
At 3 morning Tattoo was beat for all to be on the march & about
I 1 we reached the Simerone Springs & formed the Encampment
on the North where we remained till 6 the following morningthe setlers [sutlers] came & demanded the letters that I had for
them & for individuals in Santefe. I told him for $10.oo he could
have the mail without I would keep it & take it back to Ft Leavenworth. Upon these conditions he took the mail-The Bat. were
engaged in writing to their Friends-expecting to draw [pay] &
that an oppertunity would [be] presented to send back letters (to
their Friends) but in this we were again disapointed. The pay
master said it was unlawful to pay in checks or in any larger
amount than what is due each individual, & they had no Smawl
change-but would have it when they would get to Santefe-This
I supposed as usual was a Pretext to put of [off] the payment-at
this place I concluded to make an other effort to have Gen Kearney's letter from head Quarters post-haste before an express would
be sent from Lieut Smith-& in order to effect this without Suspicion-! offered to bear it in co with Br Egan-which we could
have done without Lieut Smith's knowledge until it was accomplished-Capt Davis said that he would notify the officers to meet
at Lieut Gulley's Tent. Bro Hancock, 50 Dykes, Lyttle, Parke, 51
& myself met, waited till about 10 when we were told that a Private council was convened at Capt Hunt's tent but for what cause
we were ignorant. Yet the Spirit manifest that all was not well-
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we united our hearts (after A J Dyke returned) in prayer to him
that hears in secret & asked him to have compassion on this affiicted
& oppressed People, to heal them of their sickness that they be
not compelld to report themselves to the devilish infernal old Dr.
& to comfort the hearts of his Saints-& went to our Rest. Dis I 2
ms-436.
Province of Texas, or of Mexico
Commancha & Shiane Naitions
Sept, Sund 2oth, I 846
Morning clear, W S. About 6 Capt Hunt informed me that a
council would be held at Lieut Paces, Lytle's & Gully's Markee
the place where we lodged at 7 eve. At 7 the Bat took up the line
of March, traveled up the Symeroan Creek the dis of I 5 msover a broken barren sandy gravely Desert-over the face those
plains are a variety of wild herbs-such as Sage, Rue, Tanzy,
Hysop, & wild Symblins [cymlings]-& Buffalloo, Elk, Antelopes,
different species of wolves, Prairie Fox, one of which I shot-it
was almost white-Hairs. Those animals are about 3 times as
large as our common Hairs or rabbits & are black grey & whiteThere are an other animal found in great abundance here of the
dog specia-they burrow in the earth & are about twice as large
as the wharf rat-but resemble the common cur fiste-About 3
encamped on the North side of the Simerone River. At this as
well as at all the streams in & through those Deserts we have to
dig for water & sink barrels to prevent sand from caving in. Water
can be had from 2 to 4 ft. as a general thing. At 7 the officers met
agreeable to appointment. Lieut Pace & myself were visiting the
sick as there were many sick and the most of them would rather do
any [thing] consistantly than to be reported to Sanderson. We
were at last sent for-Capt. Hunt said it [was] customary for the
man that appointed the Ball to open it-then proceeded & said that
Bro Lee considered he was insulted by not being permitted to
meet with us, according to appointment. The reason we did not
met at Bro Lee's quarters was the Capt's wished to meet alone;
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Bro Lee said that he wasn't offended for that move-but his feelings were injured when the comitee were sent to wait upon himwhen the Capt's or some of them at least verry [well] knew-that
his views & feelings were not as the committee represented.
J. D. Hunter, Capt, said that Bro Lee had not as sound right
to be hurt as we have. He came here & assumed the right to dictate
this Bat. & even went so far as to light on our commander &
Seargon whom we have appointed-& abuse them which we
considered to be an insult, & that he was out of his place, & if he
bore that express to Gen Kearney· he must wait till we give him
the liberty of having this honor, if we have got in a bad scrape we
are the Boys that can get out of it our selves & when we want help
we will call on him & now we will have a drawn game & if Bro
Lee will confess that we have as good reason to be hurt, at his
conduct; as he has at ours we will drop it. Bro Lee replied that
they had no right to confer that honor on him as they had submited the command to Lieut. Smith & should it reach his ears he
would veto it. Father Petigrew52 said that it was mind to send an
express to General Kearney immediately to carry out the Pres.
(Young) council. Pres. L. Hancock was of the same mind & said
he believed there was a good spirit in the council. Capt Huntsaid that he knew better that there was not 5 men in the council
of the same mind.-& that Bro Lee & Egan been stirring up the
Bat to revault, that they had no right to council this Bat., that he
must (Lee) be put down. The soldiers are now saying if we had a
commander to stand up for our rights as Bro (Lee) does we would
not suffer and be oppressed as we are unless this influence is
stoped he will be our commander & here is Lieut Pace come here
full of the devil & has been ever since, & Bro Hancock he gets up
& spouts round & I have to put him down. No one has a right to
council this but myself & my authority I will exercise in the Name
of the Lord & no man shall take it from me.
Bro Lee said that he did not want the command of the Bat &
had Capt Hunt been as willing to have used his authority in
behalf of the Bat. as he is to exercise it over his best Friend & Bro
-there would have been no cause of complaint-& as for Bro Egan
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he did not wish to have his name calld in question as he has had
nothing to say Pro nor Con & if there is blame to be attached let it
be on him (Lee). Lieut Gully said that he didn't think that Bro
Lee intended to cause any feelings in the Bat. or do any thing
wrong-Lieut G. W. Rosecrance53 -Lytle-Ludington54 & several
others concurrd in the same-Lieut Pace said the course taken by
the officers reminded me of the circumstances of Moses slaying the
Egyptian because of the oppression of his Brethren-The next day
when he saw some of his Brethren contending with each otherhe told them that they ought [not] to strive with each other-they
replied will you sley us as you did the Egyptian yesterday & Moses
had to Ree; The Brethren without [exception] said that Bro Pace's
remarks were too true-& ·if the officers could get out of their own
scrapes-they would be glad to take them out of the difficulties
which they had got them in-Cap't Hunt said that [he] had the
best feelings for these men & we will pay our Portion for their
board while they are with us. Bro Egan was invited to speak in as
much as he had not said anything either way,-Bro Egan said that
the reason he was silent was because he saw that they did not
want any council. So he thought that in as much as they had
burned their backsides they might sit on the Blisters, that he had
been on board of a man of war for 3 years & has seen the time that
all was wanting to throw every officer over board was for some one
to give the word & this was the situation that we found the Bat in
when we came; So I evaded answering the question of the brethren & told them to be united that the times would be better &c.
Meeting disolved leaving several persons to regret the jealosy &
ungarded expressions of falible man. Dis. I 5 m. Total 45 I ms.
(to be concluded)
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NOTES

Milton Milo Quaife, ed., The Diary of James K. Polk, During his
Presidency, z84s-z849 (Chicago, 191o), vol. z, p. 444· This item is especially significant in the light of accusations made against the government
ten years later. Now facing an invading army, the Mormon leaders talked
of this call to the Mormon Battalion as a deliberate plot to destroy the
church, as Hosea Stout wrote, see note 2, infra.
2. " ••• We were all very indignant at this requisition and only looked
on it as a plot laid to bring trouble on us as a people. For in the event that
we did not comply . . . we supposed they would now make a protest to
denounce us as enemies ... and if we did comply that they would then
have 5oo of our men in their power to be destroyed as they had done our
leaders at Carthage. I confess that my feelings was uncommonly wrought
up against them This was the universal feelings at Pisgah." Juanita Brooks,
ed., On the Mormon Frontier: The Diary of Hosea Stout (Salt Lake City,
1964), p. 172. See also James Brown, Giant of the Lord (Salt Lake City,
196o), pp. 33-35, and Zadoc Knapp Judd, "Autobiography of Zadoc Knapp
Judd," typescript at Brigham Young University, p. 21.
.
3· Kate B. Carter, Women of the Battalion, pamphlet (Salt Lake
City, 1938), pp. 5-6. This lists all the wives and children, also young boys
not old enough to be soldiers, but going as servants to some of the officers.
See also Daniel Tyler, A Concise History of the Mormon Battalion in the
Mexican War, z846-z847 (Utah, z88z), pp. 125-26.
4· The original letter is in the Manuscript Room, Library of Congress:
Papers of President James K. Polk, vol. 8z, August 9, 1846. This also is
conclusive proof that the Mormons solicited the call of the Battalion and
were grateful for it.
5· H. Executive Document No. 41, 30 Cong., I Sess., Report of
Lieutenant Colonel P. St. George Cooke, of his March from Santa Fe,
New Mexico, to San Diego, Upper California, pp. 551-52.
6. See Juanita Brooks, The Mountain Meadows Massacre (Stanford,
1950, seconded., Norman, Okla., 1963); John Doyle Lee: Zealot, Pioneer
Builder-Scapegoat (Glendale, Calif., 1963). More important than either of
the above in the understanding of this man are his published diaries, edited
by Robert G. Cleland and Juanita Brooks under the title A Mormon
Chronicle, the Diaries of John D. Lee, in two volumes. These were published by the Huntington Library in 1955. Though there are some missing
sections, they contain so full an account of Lee's activities and philosophies
that the reader knows him in an intimate way indeed.
1.
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7· These men constituted the highest authority in the camp. Brigham
Young was acting President; Heber C. Kimball, first counselor; Willard
Richards, recorder and historian; Newel K. Whitney, presiding Bishop.
8. Howard Egan was already a well-known frontiersman. Born in
Ireland on June I 5, I 8 I 5, he had joined the Mormons in I 842, and soon
after became a major in the Nauvoo Legion. He went to Utah in I847
with the pioneer company. He became a rancher and cattleman, and for
a time was agent for the Overland Mail and Pony Express. See Howard
Egan, Pioneering the West (Salt Lake City, I9I7).
9· William H. (Bill) Kimball was the eldest son of Heber C. Kimball
and, here at the age of twenty, active on the frontier. He would later be
one of a group of horsemen known as "Brigham's B'boys," still later Deputy
U.S. Marshal, then brigadier general in the Utah militia. As proprietor
of the Kimball House in Salt Lake City, he was often mentioned by travelers for his hospitality. He died December 30, I907, at Coalville, Utah.
Io. Orrin Porter Rockwell, center of much Mormon folklore, wore
his hair long, usually braided and tucked up under his hat, because Joseph
Smith had promised him that as long as he did not cut his hair, his
enemies should not have power over him. Born on June 28, I 8 I 3, in Belcher, Massachusetts, he joined the Mormon Church soon after it was
organized, and acted as bodyguard for Joseph Smith and later for Brigham
Young. Widely known as a quick and deadly shot, he was generally
feared, especially after he was made an officer of the law. In his later
years he kept a mail station at the Point-of-the-Mountain, near Salt Lake
City. A biography of this man by Harold Schindler is now in preparation
at the University of Utah Press. See also Charles Kelly and Hoffman
Birney, Holy Murder (New York, I934) and Nicholas Van Alfen, "Porter
Rockwell and the Mormon Frontier" (Master's thesis, B.Y.U., Provo,
Utah, I939).
I 1. 'The Saints direct from Nauvoo" had waited until May to leave
the city, so had been able to make in six weeks the trip which had taken
the February company almost six months. The ferry here was maintained
by the Mormons to transport their members across free.
I2. Edward Hunter, born June 22, I793, at Newton, Pa., was a
wealthy man when he joined the Mormons in I84o. He immediately converted his property into wagons, teams, and cash, and moved to Nauvoo,
where he made a generous contribution to the church. He left Nauvoo
with the spring migration and followed the pioneers west to arrive in the
Salt Lake valley in September I847· For many years he served as Presiding
Bishop. He died October I6, I883, in Salt Lake City.
I3· To designate a man as Mr. instead of Bro. was to say that he was
not a member of the church.
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I4. St. Joseph, Mo., founded as a trading post by Joseph Robidoux,
was in I846 one of the chief outfitting points for western travel. Later it
was famous as the east terminal of the Pony Express.
I 5· John Gheen's name appears often in contemporary writings, sometimes for ill. At this time he seems to have been a loyal member of the
church, a brother of two of Heber C. Kimball's wives. Later he shot a man
in a dispute over land, and was himself severely- beaten for it. He came
into the Salt Lake valley in 1848, and by 1858 was exonerated in the
court. Some of those involved in the land claims were ordered to pay him
some damages. Then on September 26, 18 59, he was found dead of a
bullet wound in the head. Word went out that he had committed suicide.
I6. David Powell, born May 26, I822, in South Carolina, was a member of the 24th Quorum of Seventy in Nauvoo and one of the I847
pioneers. He returned at once to Winter Quarters and did not bring his
family out until I8)3· After a few years, he moved to California, where he
remained.
I7. Jacob Peart, born June 3, x8oi, in Cumberland, England, had
been a close friend of Willard Richards. He was among the vanguard to
cross the Mississippi in February, and during the next months filled several responsible positions. Both his loyalty and skill are shown here when
the next day he and his wife "assist" the brethren to make a cover for their
wagon, also sacks in which to carry grain for the teams-probably sewing
all by hand.
I8. James Pace was born June I), I8II, at Murfreesboro, Tenn.
I839 John D. Lee converted him to Mormonism; later Pace was "adopted"
by Lee, so that there was a tie of fellowship between them, and the name
often appears as James Pace Lee. On this trip Pace also kept" a written
account, though brief. Under this date he wrote: "the third day reached
St. Joseph at 2 oclk found Bro Perts in beter health here Bro Egan & myself
fited up the waggon & got a supply of provisions to serve us until we could
overtake the Battalion." Photostat in Henry E. Huntington Library, San
Marino, Calif. In Utah Pace served in the militia and founded the town of
Payson, named for him. He died April 6, I 888, at Thatcher, Arizona,
another area he had helped to pioneer.
I9. Sister Fanny [Frances Ann] Turley was the eldest daughter of
Theodore Turley and Frances Ann Kimberly, who moved from Toronto,
Canada, to join the Mormons. Turley built the first house in Nauvoo, and
appears often in the records as a gunsmith and an active member. At this
time Fanny was twenty-two years of age, and well might have accepted the
doctrine of polygamy, as so many of the young women had. Her mother
died two years after this incident-on August 28, I 848-at Florence, Nebraska. Her father and the other six children came to Salt Lake City in
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I 849· In the meantime, Fanny might have married again or succumbed to
the malnutrition and exposure which took so many lives during the next
year. Frank Essom, Pioneers and Prominent Men of Utah (Salt Lake City,
I9I3), p. I2I8, gives a sketch of the family. Kate B. Carter, Heart Throbs
of the West, vol. 10, pp. 46sr7o, lists the Turley family when they arrived.
20. Luke Johnson had been active in the Mormon Church since I83I,
with a few lapses. He was disfellowshipped in Kirtland, Ohio, on September 3, I837, but was reinstated the next Sunday. In Far West he was cut
off again in I838. He evidently made amends soon after this conversation,
for he came with the pioneer group to Utah in I847· He died in Salt
Lake City December 9, I86I.
2 I. Of the young Brother John Wells, evidently baptized by Samuel
Gully, we have learned nothing further.
22. Lee is in error here, as were both James Pace and Daniel Tyler,
who called this man Capt. Horton. He is Lt. Col. Clifton Wharton, who
enlisted in I8I8, and after many transfers and promotions became lieutenant colonel on June 30, I 846. He died July 13, I 848. Francis B. Heitman,
Historical Register and Dictionary of the United States Army, 2 vols.
(Washington, D.C., I903), vol. I, p. I022. William Frank Zornov, Kansas,
A History of the Jayhawk State (Norman, Okla., I957), passim.
23. Several Battalion members mention this man, but none give his
first name: "Aug 25 . . . During the afternoon we met Bro McKenzie,
who had been at Bent's Fort as Indian interpreter to General S. F. Kearney
[sic] Several letters were sent back by him to anxious friends." Tyler, p.
I4I.
24- This Mr. Swan may be the same man of whom Robert S. Bliss
wrote on Monday 24 (August, I846): "News came to camp that a soldier
was shot by Indians a short distance ahead of our Battalion & 3 Indians
were shot by the Guard while in the act of stealing their horses, an occurranee which I am told is common in this country...." Utah State Historical Quarterly, vol. 4, p. 70.
2 5. Of the ferry here another wrote: "On the I 5th the advance companies crossed the Kansas or Kaw River, which, at the ferry, was about
three hundred yards in width. We were ferried over in flat boats by some
half-civilized Deleware and Shawnee Indians who were living there and
cultivating the soil." Tyler, p. I 39·
26. Since the Book of Mormon purports to be a history of the American Indian, members of this church have a special interest in Indian
prophets and medicine men. The Kickapoo Prophet has not been further
identified.
27. This day they have passed a total of ninety wagons, an indication
of the amount of travel. "The Santa Fe Trail was much busier than it ever
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had been before: the regular trade, Kearny's army, his trains and those of
his supports, Price's Second Missouri, the Mormon Battalion, the developing service of supply, scouts, surveyors, couriers, expresses, ambulances...."Bernard DeVoto, The Year of Decision (Boston, I943), p. 251.
Emory in making his official report stated that the road from Fort Leavenworth to Fort Bent had been so often traversed "that I have omitted my
diary embracing them. . . . For the information of detachments moving
on that route, a table of distances has been prepared; which with the
map . . . may enable movements to be made without other guides." W. H.
Emory, Lieutenant Emory Reports: A Reprint of Lieutenant W. H.
Emory's Notes of a Military Reconnoisance, Introduction and notes by
Ross Calvin (Albuquerque, I95I), p. 26.
28. Of the accident with the wheel, Pace wrote: "Weddnesday 9th
traveled until 2 ock pm, whare we had the misfortune to brake our wagon.
Thursday IO we reached Council Grove spent the day reparing the waggon." Council Grove had since early days been a general resting place and
rendezvous. "Most of the trees numerated above [ash, burr oak, black
walnut, chestnut oak, black oak, long-leafed willow, sycamore, buckeye,
American elm, pig-nut hickory, hackberry, and sumach] flourish in its
vicinity, and render it, for that reason, a well known halting-place for
caravans, for the repair of wagons and the acquisition of spare axles."
Emory, p. 27.
29. Samuel L. Gully had also been converted by Lee and "adopted"
into his family. Throughout this mission he was loyal, and for the year
following the two men worked together at Summer Quarters. Lee went
to Utah in I848; Gully started the next season but died en route on June
5, I849, and was buried beside the trail.
30. Of the camping place here, Henry Standage wrote: "... encamped
at Diamond Springs the best water we have had on our journey. These
Springs and Creeks have been named by the fur traders who have travelled
this road. . . . March' d I 5 m. and camped at Lost spring, so called on
account of its being such a lonesome place and so far from timber." Frank
Alfred Golder in collaboration with T. A. Bailey and J. L. Smith, The
March of the Mormon Battalion, Taken from the Diary of Henry Standage
(New York, I928), p. I 59·
31. Capt. Benjamin D. Moore had been sent early in June with
Companies C and G of the First Dragoons, down the Santa Fe Trail to
intercept some freight outfits, one loaded with freight for the Governor of
New Mexico, Armijo, and captained by his brother. Though he pushed
hard, Moore never overtook the train. He was killed at the battle of San
Pascual on December 6, I 846. DeVoto, p. 248.
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32. Neither Wilson nor Goddard has been identified. Lee seems to
have missed the messenger who passed the Battalion on Sept. 10. "... an
express carne from Santa Fe on their way to Fort Leavenworth, who gave
us news of the surrender of the place. The Gen. marching in without the
firing of a gun and bringing us advice from the Gen to take the Serniron
trail leaving Bents fort to our left." Golder, p. 161.
33· Lee's account of the Mississippi Company is clear and quite accurate. Their leader wrote: "on the 12th we met the Mormon Battalion,
which we were glad to see, as ·we were acquainted with the greater portion of them. On the 13 we met John D. Lee, Howard Egan and James
Pace.... Our Company [those who accompanied him] consisted of the
following persons, viz: William Crosby, D. M. Thomas, Jno D. Holladay,
William Lay, James Smithson, Geo. W. Bankhead, John Brown, and a
man named Wales Bonney who had been to Oregon ...." John Brown,
Autobiography (Salt Lake City, 1941), p. 70. The company consisted of
19 families. Names of most of them are in Carter, Heart Throbs, vol. 8,
p. 412. Neither mentions George Therlkill, whose little son was the first
to die in the valley.
34· Lee's account here of Capt. James Thompson is more than is
found elsewhere. Heitman (vol. 2, p. 70) lists a "Thompson, James H.,
2nd Lt. 4th Indiana Infantry."
35'· Of this incident James Pace writes: "Monday 14th we had diner
on the bank of the Pawneefork while at diner Capt Thompsons train
of provision waggons crost the River the ould Capt Ate dinner with us
after diner me & Brother Lee ast the Capt if we should kill a buffaloue if
his men would consume the meat he said they wood & be glad of the
chance he offered Br Lee his horse we started for a drove that we saw a
distance ahead we had a fifteene shooter a piece we road up in one
quarter of a mile of six large Bulls before they started to run we then
put our horses off at a spead & were soon up by there side & flared upon
them & boath missed Brother Lee liard the second time & broke his gun
I liard two shots more & the third shot I upset one of the ould fellows. We
then fell to work & loadd what we could & struck for the camp. Sunday
I 5 we spent all the forenoon reparing our waggon again as Br Egan got
it broke whilst we ware hunting." Photostat, Huntington Library.
36. Col. Sterling Price was born in Prince Edward County, Virginia,
September 14, 1809. Since he had been moved west for his military duty
and was in charge at Carthage jail where Joseph Smith was killed, there
was a mutual distrust between him and the Mormon Battalion, and always
danger of personal difficulties between their men. Price later became a
major general in the Confederate Army. He died on September 29, 1867.
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37· Jefferson Hunt, senior captain of the Mormon Battalion in charge
of Company A, was born January 20, I 8o3, in Bracken County, Kentucky.
In I 834 he and his wife joined the Mormons, and followed them through
all their various troubles. As a major in the Nauvoo Legion he had some
distinction, so was considered as next in command of the Battalion to Col.
Allen. He had his entire family along on the trek, but sent a part of them
to winter at Pueblo. After his return to Utah, he made a number of trips
to California, first for seeds and cattle, next to pilot what became the
"Death Valley Train," and later to help establish a colony at San Bernardino. In I858 he returned to Utah and settled in Huntsville, named for
him. He died May I I, I879, in Oxford, Idaho. Pauline Udall Smith,
Jefferson Hunt of the Mormon Battalion (Salt Lake City, I958).
38. Lt. Andrew Jackson Smith was stationed at Fort Leavenworth
when the Mormon Battalion was mustered in. When Col. Allen was
unable to accompany them, Lt. Col. Clifton Wharton appointed Smith
as temporary command. Though Lee and other Mormons spoke very disparagingly of him, calling him "The Little Tyrant," to which Lee added
the word "wolfish," A. J. Smith had a good record both before and after
his experience here. Born April 28, I 8 I 5, in Pennsylvania, he graduated
from the U.S. Military Academy in I838. Practically all his service had
been in the west. When Col. Cooke assumed command at Santa Fe, he
made Smith quartermaster and commissary officer. At the end of the
campaign he was made captain. He fought for the Union in the Civil War,
distinguished himself in several places, and became a lieutenant colonel.
He died January 30, I897, at the age of 82, and was made a full colonel
by a special act of Congress.
39· The nature of Lee's letter from the council of the Church is clearly
shown in an entry made at "Cutler's Park, August 29, I846 ... a letter
from the council to Capt. Jefferson Hunt ... informing the members of
the Battalion that John D; Lee and Howard Egan were sent to receive the
funds the volunteers might wish to send to their families, that their mission be kept a secret in camp, and wisdom dictated that the officers should
also keep it a secret, as this course might prevent robbery and murder.
The captain and his officers were requested to use their influence to have
the soldiers send their payment to their friends in camp." "L.D.S. Journal
History," a manuscript collection of letters, excerpts from diaries, and summary accounts of happenings within the Mormon Church, chronologically
arranged, p. 3 I 3· This admonition to secrecy may account for the fact that
many diaries, among them those of Robert S. Bliss, Henry W. Bigler, and
"Father" Pettigrew, make no mention of the presence of Lee and his
companions.
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40. Very little is known of the Battalion surgeon, Dr. George H.
Sanderson, except what is written in the diaries of the men of the Bat-·
talion, all of whom seemed to despise him heartily. His title, "Dr. Death,"
is echoed in every record. He was evidently hired as a civilian contract
surgeon, since he is not listed in the military records. His appointment,
dated August I, I846, refers to him only as a Missourian. After Col. Cooke
assumed command, the doctor's name is rarely seen in the journals. Nothing is known of him after his resignation on August 3I, I847· Hamilton
Gardner, "The Command and Staff of the Mormon Battalion in the
Mexican War," USHQ, vol. 20, p. 349·
41. Among those of the Battalion who knew of the visit of Lee and
Pace was Henry Standage, who wrote: "I7th [September, I846] ... Just
as we were about to leave the Arkansas, Brs Lee, Egan and Lieu Pace
arrived with letters from the I2 and counsel for the Battalion also some
letters for the brethren from their friends. They came to receive money
from the Soldiers to take back to their families. Adj. G. Dykes would not
listen to Bro Lee, the messenger of the I 2 and said there was no time to
counsel now. Bro. Lee objected to our going any other course but what the
I 2 and Col. had marked out. He opposed the separating of the families
from the Battalion and felt hurt at the same. The star last night that was
seen moving was an omen of the arrival of the messengers in as much as
the officers were consenting to almost anything that Lieu Smith our Tyrant
would propose. But we still call on the Lord to protect us." Golder, p. I65.
42. Lee wrote of this conversation from memory twenty years later:
"I then invited them to ride in my wagon. They got in, and I soon introduced the subject of the treatment of the troops by Colonel Allen, and
spoke of his good influence over them. I said the men loved Colonel Allen,
and would all have died for him ... I said they were volunteers, and not
like regular troops; that they were not used to regular military discipline,
and felt that they were oppressed .... I referred to the ill-treatment of the
men and talked quite freely. Captain Hunt got very mad, and jumped out
of the wagon." John D. Lee, Mormonism Unveiled, the Life and Confessions of John D. Lee (St. Louis, I882), p. I85.
43· Capt. Jesse D. Hunter of Company B was born in Kentucky in
I8o4. He took his wife along with the Battalion, and she went all the way
to San Diego where she died in childbirth. Hunter did not return to Utah,
but established himself in California.
44· Daniel C. Davis was captain of Co. E. He also had his wife and
youngest son with him. The four older children had been left with friends
at Council Bluffs. At the end of the service he re-enlisted for an additional
six months and was made captain of those who decided to remain. Upon
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returning to Utah, he settled in Davis County, which was named for him.
He died at Fort Kearny while he was on a business trip east on June I,
I85o.
45· Lorenzo Clark was second lieutenant in Co. A, under Jefferson
Hunt, captain. In Nauvoo he had been supervisor of streets and later
captain of the Old Guard.
46. Elijah and Elisha Averett were twins born December 10, I8IO.
Together they served in the Black Hawk War, moved to Nauvoo, and
worked on the temple there. Both were excellent frontiersmen during the
trek from Nauvoo to Winter Quarters. Elisha went with the Mormon
Battalion as £.fer. He is named often, especially in the difficult times later
and on their return trip, as being always in the vanguard, marking out
the way. He spent his later life in southern Utah, where he worked as a
stonemason.
47· One of the most important posts held by a Mormon in the Battalion was that of Battalion adjutant. George P. Dykes was recommended by
Brigham Young and appointed by Col. Allen. Perhaps because he was
influential, several of the men in the ranks spoke disparagingly of him.
Daniel Tyler did not like him; Jefferson Hunt, in a letter to Brigham
Young, blamed him for the failure to follow instructions. Dykes served
until November I, when at his own request he was returned to take
charge of Co. D in the absence of Capt. Nelson Higgins. Born December
24, r8q in St. Clair County, Illinois, he came to Utah in I847, served as
an early missionary to Scandinavia, and filled other church positions. He
died February 25, I888, in Zenos, Arizona.
48. Andrew Lytle, like Gully and Pace, had a personal attachment to
Lee. Lytle had been in the military in Nauvoo; he was here second lieutenant in Co. E; he would later become major, then colonel, in the Utah
militia.
49· This is Quartermaster Sebert C. Shelton of Co. D. He had earlier
been arrested for talking disrespectfully to an officer. He had his wife and
five children along, so was detailed to go with Capt. Nelson Higgins to
guard the women and children to Pueblo, Colorado, where they were to
winter. Since he did not return to the army, he was broken in rank. Tyler,
p. r88.
50. Levi Ward Hancock, £.fer in Co. E, had been especially called to
accompany the Battalion as chaplain to represent the General Authorities.
Hence he gave Lee full support. Born April 7, r8o3 in Massachusetts, he
joined the Church in I83o. As spiritual advisor to the boys, he urged them
always to maintain high standards. He is best remembered for the ditties
he composed and sang to brighten their gatherings. He died June Io,
1882, in Washington, Utah.
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51. This is evidently William A. Park of Co. E, who later went to
winter at Pueblo.
52. Born in Wethersfield, Windsor Co., Vermont, July 29, 1791,
David Pettigrew was the oldest man in the Battalion. Of his enlistment
he wrote that upon reaching Council Bluffs on the first of July, he found
the full number of the Battalion made out. "At this time I received word
from President Young wishing me to join the Batalion, which had volunteered their Services to the United States. I called upon the President and
informed him that my son James Phineas had enlisted and it was impossible for both of us to go. If you both can't go, he replied, I wish you to
go by all means, as a' kind of Helaman. I understood him and knew his
meaning. I returned home and made a~l preparations to go." Helaman is
a Book of Mormon character who led two thousand young men into battle.
So united were they and so full of faith, that not one of them was slain.
"Father" Pettigrew kept a brief journal, occasionally noting things of interest, but usually naming only camping places. Other members of the
Battalion mention him often as a preacher of righteousness.
53· George W. Rosecranz was first lieutenant in Co. C. While nothing is known of his background, he is often spoken of in a laudatory way
by his companions, as when in a time of thirst he brought a mule loaded
with canteens of water back to his suffering men. Golder, p. 197. His name
is not on the list of known survivors in 1882. Tyler, pp. 370-74.
54· Elam Luddington, first lieutenant in Co. B, went with his family
to winter at Pueblo. John Steele, who was also there, commented on March
28, 1847, that" ... Captain Higgins and Lieut. Luddington bought some
barrels of whiskey for $2.50 a gallon, fixed it and sold it to the boys for
$8.oo a gallon, then punished them for getting drunk. The two Captains
wanted the boys to sign a paper of attorney for them to draw their pay in
Santa Fe, charging 2.50 percent. There was $8ooo. coming which they
did." John Steele, "Extracts of the Journal of John Steele," USHQ, vol. 6,
p. I 5· In 1851 Luddington was made marshal, assessor, and clerk in Salt
Lake City. In 1882 he was a merchant in Sugar House.

